**ALL SPORT PRO**  **PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

All Sport Pro adds a digital scoring solution for Daktronics video control systems. The software is installed on the main Show Control computer (included with the video control rack) which allows for both video display control and scoring on a single device. Alternatively, while one operator creates content and controls the display using the computer, a second operator can score the game on a wireless tablet. A scoring interface box provides tactile start/stop timing switches and numeric scoreboard control; this box doubles as a sturdy stand for the tablet if desired.

All Sport Pro is available for baseball/softball, basketball, football, hockey, lacrosse, soccer, volleyball, and high school wrestling. A practice timing mode is also included.

**ALL SPORT PRO SOFTWARE FEATURES**

**MODERN INTERFACE**
Track the game action using a laptop or touchscreen tablet.

**RULE PROFILES**
Quickly assign rule configurations for various levels of play, from high school to professional.

**MULTIPLE OUTPUTS**
Control fixed-digit scoreboards as well as send Real-Time Data (RTD) to video displays.

**CUSTOMIZED THEMES**
Create custom color schemes for different teams/operators.

**HOT BUTTONS**
Play Display Studio hot buttons manually or automatically via game triggers, such as when a team scores.
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